with Jess Berry
Resonance
What does it really mean when we say we resonate with something or
someone? We generally use the term to describe life experiences or
people, or objects that cause us joy, or feel like the truth, or make us feel
like we are in our Happy Place. What if this feeling of Resonance could be
experienced at any moment, with no life circumstances, people or objects
necessary? This is the essence of meditation.
Any person on earth can train themselves to form a meditation habit, it’s
absolutely free for everyone, you need no qualifications, and no previous
experience, it’s available to absolutely everyone. Why does nature feel so
nurturing and relaxing to us? We humans are almost constantly distracted
by the storytelling and problem solving of our mind. Nature offers us a
living example of Awareness. The good news is we also have access to
this presence of Awareness. Meditation one: noticing is an exercise to
bring Awareness to your simple body experience. Most of us rarely tune
into this Presence that is always with us.
I am trained as a meditation facilitator through the Living Inquiry method.
I have been benefiting from a regular meditation practice spanning more
than twenty years, and from the great joy of learning from the incredible
gifts of the many teachers and uplifters on this planet. I have come to be
inspired to create this simple guide to share the precious gift of coming
into Resonance.
I guarantee developing the habit of meditation will change your life for
the better.
Get ready to be gifted with the Ultimate Present.

Meditation One: Noticing 11:34
transcription
Hello, you’re with Jess Berry. Welcome to Meditation one.

So, just taking a moment to settle, sitting upright in whatever way is
comfortable for you. I invite you to close your eyes.

Notice that you are breathing, just coming to focus on your breath.

Notice that as you breathe your breathing becomes slower, more regular
and deeper. For a count of seven breathe in and pause, and out. In,

1,2,3,4,5,6,7 and pause, and out 7,6,5,4,3,2,1. You don’t need to do

anything to breath. Notice that breathing is happening. Continue noticing
and breathing. As you continue to notice your breath, turn this quality of
noticing, this alert and curious attention to the experience of your heart

beating. Notice when you turn your attention to your heartbeart it slows

a little, and you can feel its motion in your body. You can feel your blood

pumping through your body. Rest here for a few rounds of the experience
of breathing and heart beating. Now bring your attention back to just the
experience of breathing. Feel only the sensation of your body. As you

breath slowly and rhythmically, become attentive to the experience to the
experience of your hands. Notice that somehow there’s the sensation of
hands within your hands. What is that feeling? Be curious.

Now turn your attention to the experience of being supported by

whatever you are sitting on. Feel how the chair, or the bed, or the cushion,
or the floor supports your body. Notice, wherever you are, your body is

held and supported. Imagine for a moment the earth beneath the house,
beneath the earth the rock, supporting you. Send your attention down
into the centre of the earth, supporting you. Held and supported.

Bring your attention back to your heartbeat. Find it, and feel it in your
body experience. You are sitting, breathing, heart beating, held and

supported. Alive. Now turn your attention to what pays attention. Be

curious. Feel into the sense of borders of your body experience. Notice

the sense of attention around you. Feel this attention expanding outward,
radiating from your body like a soft aura of gentle light. What is this
noticing? What is this attentive experience? What is noticing?

Return to the breath. Counting forwards, this time up to ten, and pause,

and backwards from ten, and pause. Continue breathing in these cycles
of ten.

As your mind is distracted by counting you may find you have slipped

only into the spaciousness of noticing. This is Resonance. You may find

your attention drifting back to thinking, this is our normal habit. This time,
as you drift, simply bring your attention back. Your breath is here for you.
Your breath is here for you. Always with you. Your heartbeat is here with
you. Always with you. Bring your attention back to these. Feel into this
experience of turning your attention.

Now gently bring your attention to any sounds in the room, hum of

machines, distant traffic, sound of my voice, sound of your breath, maybe
some birds tweeting. Just listen and experience these sounds of your
everyday life, just experiencing sound.
Just listening.

Now slowly open your eyes. Just notice the colours and shapes that

appear, letting go of meaning. Just seeing. Just noticing, shapes.. just
seeing. Breathing, seeing, heart beating, fully supported, noticing.

Now bring your attention back slowly to your everyday consciousness.
You can return to your breath at any moment in the day, any time you
notice that you are fully focused on the story telling in your mind, just

bring your attention back to breathing. Feel into how you are supported
by the earth. Your heart’s beating. Noticing the sensation of your body.
Build this habit of noticing. Thankyou.
End of meditation
* Don’t get too hung upon breathing in and out in time with your

counting. Just simply experience your body breathing and your mind
counting together deeply and rhythmically.

I invite you now to return to this meditation every day. I have included
a link to download an audio version of it to assist you to drop into your
experience without worrying if you remember it correctly. As you build the
simple habit of meditation I guarantee these things:
You will desire to return to this state for longer and longer
You will feel refreshed and enlivened
You will feel that more and more you are just happy for no reason
You will begin to receive inspired thoughts that lead to inspired actions
that feel nourishing to you
You will be inspired to share this new found joy with your loved ones, and
your community, and the world in the form of inspired action.
Isn’t it wonderful that you can be happy for no reason? Isn’t it an incredible
gift that there is this experience of simple contentment available to you,
only eternally?

resonance

